models. Further, SEM approach for modeling individual growth has probably become the method of choice for understanding developmental change. Given that SEM is often considered as a very general analytic model that subsumes many other analytical techniques (e.g., Fan, 1996) , it is not surprising that SEM plays an important role in longitudinal data analysis for developmental trend.
Of the many issues in the application of latent growth modeling, the power of this analysis for detecting potential group differences in latent growth trajectory parameters is an area where our understanding appears to be limited.
The purpose of this paper is to present the results of an empirical study in which the power of latent growth modeling (LGM) for detecting group differences in the growth trajectory parameters (i.e., intercept and slope of the growth trajectory) are empirically assessed. When 4 applicable, the results from LGM are compared with the traditional repeated measures ANOVA in terms of both Type I error rate and the power.
Perspectives Traditional Approaches for Time-Ordered Measurement Series
Assessing behavioral developmental growth requires multiple measurements from the same individuals over a fmite time span. Traditionally, auto-regressive cross-lagged model, either in the form of a series of regression analysis, or in the form of structural equation modeling, has often been the analytic technique for data of repeated measurements. Auto-regressive model focuses on the relations between adacent measurements, but not on the overall growth trajectory as represented by all the repeated measurements. In addition, auto-regressive cross-lagged model generally does not pay attention to the mean structure of the growth trajectory.
Repeated measure ANOVA is another popular technique for analyzing data of multiple measurements. For repeated measurements from a single group, repeated measure ANOVA focuses on the measurement change over time (within-subject factor). For repeated measurements from multiple groups, repeated measure ANOVA focuses on three aspects of the data structure: the difference of the overall group means across the repeated measurements (between-subject factor), the measurement change over time (within-subject factor), and the interaction of the between-subject factor (group membership) and the within-subject factor (time:
measurement change over time). If it can be assumed that there exists a linear developmental trend in the data structure over the repeated measurements, the within-subject factor (measurement change over time) is conceptually comparable to detecting if there is growth over repeated measurements. On the other hand, the interaction of the between-subject factor (group membership) and within-subject factor (Time) is conceptually comparable to testing the 5 hypothesis that the growth rate over repeated measurements is equal for multiple groups.
Although repeated measure ANOVA models both the change over time (growth), and any potential group difference in the change over time (different growth patterns for groups), it does not provide sufficient information about the growth trajectories (cf. Bryk & Raudenbush, 1992; Ware, 1985) . More specifically, repeated measure ANOVA does not model the starting point (intercept) of a growth trajectory; and nor does it model the rate of change in the process.
Modeling Individual Growth
Modeling growth within the SEM framework is a more recent approach for studying developmental trends based on a series of measurements. Because SEM latent growth modeling ( LGM) approach offers more flexibility in testing different research hypotheses about the developmental trend, many researchers have argued in favor of its superiority over the traditional analytic approaches for modeling developmental trends (e.g., Curran, 2000; Duncan, Duncan, Strycker, Li, & Alpert, 1999; McArdle & Bell, 2000) .
Unconditional growth model. Assuming a series of repeated measurements It (minimum three repeated measurements, 11,12,13; i represents an individual, and t represents the timeordered measurements of A), the growth model for describing an individual's growth as represented by this series of repeated measurements is called the level 1 or within-person model:
( 1) where a, represents the intercept of an individual's growth trajectory (i.e., the initial status measured at Time 1), 0, represents the slope of an individual's growth trajectory (ie., the unit change in between two consecutive measurements), Ai represents consecutive time points at which the measurement is taken, and gi represents the modeling residual for an individual. Insert Figure 1 about here Conditional growth model. In situations where research calls for testing for a predictor (X1) that may explain the variation of the individual growth trajectory parameters (i.e., a, and a conditional Level 2 (between-person) model can be constructed (Curran, 2000) :
where, X1 is the predictor that is hypothesized to affect the individual growth trajectory
parameters (a, and 0,), an yt and y2 are the path coefficients representing the systematic effects 7
Power in growth modeling -7-of X1 on the variation of an individual growth trajectory parameters of intercept (a,) and slope (13, ) respectively. For example, we may ask if X1 affects the initial status (i.e., the intercept) of the growth trajectory, or if it accelerates the growth (i.e., steeper slope for the trajectory). The conditional latent growth model (for three repeated measurements) is graphically represented as an SEM model as Model B in Figure 1 .
Power for Detecting Group Differences in Latent Growth Model
In SEM, different approaches may be used for detecting potential group differences in the growth trajectory parameters of a latent growth model. A very general approach is to conduct multi-sample analysis in structural equation modeling. In this approach, the same growth model is implemented for separate group sample data, and equality constraints representing different research hypotheses, e.g., equality of intercepts and/or equality of growth slopes, can be imposed.
Hierarchical x2 test for the nested models (i.e., multi-sample analyses with and without the constraints of interest) can be used for assessing the potential group differences on the latent growth trajectory parameters.
The research work by Muthén and Curran (1997) probably represents the pioneering work specifically for power estimation in detecting group difference in latent growth model trajectory, and their work was based on the earlier work in the area of power of SEM in detecting misspecified models (Satorra & Saris, 1985; Saris & Satorra, 1993 ; also see Kaplan, 1995 , for a concise review and discussion of relevant issues). In Muthén and Curran's (1997) work, they focused on the experimental design of two groups (control vs. treatment groups), and detecting the difference in the growth slope parameter only (i.e., growth rate difference) was their focus.
For this purpose, they implemented the models of the same intercept (representing randomized 8 design with equal starting point) and the same slope for the two groups, but for the treatment group, they added an additional growth parameter to model the accelerated growth of the treatment group compared with the control group. Duncan et al. (1999, Chapter 10) provide the procedural details for this approach of power estimation in latent growth curve modeling.
In most educational and psychological research situations, either because of practical constraints (e.g., practically impossible for randomized design), or because of the nature of research (research focus on naturally occurring and intact groups, such as male vs. female), quasiexperimental or non-experimental design is called for (Cook & Campbell, 1979; Shadish, Cook, & Campbell, 2001) . In these situations, The approach of using an added growth factor as illustrated in Muthén and Curran (1997) and Duncan et al. (1999) is not directly applicable, because the groups may potentially differ in the initial status (the intercept of the growth trajectory), in the growth rate (the slope of the growth trajectory), or both.
In the situation where comparison of two groups is being made, the group membership can be readily dummy coded, and the dummy coded group membership can be used as the predictor (Xi) for the growth trajectory intercept and slope, i.e., a, , or 0, , or both, as described graphically in Model B of Figure 1 . Consequently, potential groups differences in the growth trajectory parameters can be operationalized as the coefficients of y1 and y2 in Equation 3, and such potential group differences can be tested through the statistical assessment of y1 and y2, for intercept and slope differences respectively.
While the approach by Muthén and Curran (1997) relies on the global statistical test for misspecffied SEM model, the approach of using dummy coded group membership described here relies on the local statistical tests for two specific parameter estimates (y1 and y2 in Equation 3).
9
Power in growth modeling -9-To operationalize group differences as local parameters may have some advantages over the approach of relying on the global test for misspecified models for detecting potential group differences. One obvious advantage is that this approach may offer more flexibility for testing different hypotheses. For example, we may be interested in any potential group differences (e.g., ethnic group differences) in growth trajectory parameters after controlling for one or more covariates (e.g., SES). In this case, the covariate to be controlled for can be operationalized in 
This paper examined the issue of statistical power of LGM in SEM in detecting group differences in linear growth trajectory parameters within the context of non-experimental design, and assumed that the group differences May potentially occur in both growth trajectory parameters (intercept, slope). The study implemented a Monte Carlo simulation design for assessing the power of LGM for detecting group differences in latent growth trajectory parameters, and the Type I error rate when group differences did not exist. When applicable, the latent growth modeling approach was compared with results of the repeated measures ANOVA.
Methods
Simulation Design
In this study, two groups' growth trajectories based on five equally spaced repeated 1 0 measures were simulated. The five repeated measures formed a linear growth trajectory, and curvilinear trajectory conditions were not considered in this study. Further, data non-normality was not considered. The five repeated measures had a simplex covariance structure pattern, with temporally closer measurements being more highly correlated than temporally farther measurements. Three patterns of group differences in latent growth trajectory parameters were simulated: (1) group difference in intercept only, (2) group difference in slope only, and (3) group differences in both growth trajectory intercept and slope.
For the first pattern that group difference only exists in the intercept of the growth trajectory, four conditions were simulated: group differences equal to zero, small, medium, and 
Insert Figure 2 about here
For the third pattern that group differences exist both in the intercept and in the slope of the growth trajectory, three situations were simulated. In the first situation, two groups started (1st measurement) with a small intercept difference (d = 0.2), but ended (5th measurement) with differences that were equal to medium (d = 0.5) and large (d = .8) effect sizes respectively. This was a situation where the difference between the groups increased with repeated measurements, and the group with higher intercept had the accelerated growth slope compared with the other 1 1 group with lower intercept. This situation is graphically depicted as Model III in Figure 2 .
Model IV in Figure 2 graphically depicts the second situation under the pattern that group differences exist both in the intercept and the slope of the growth trajectory. In this situation, the two groups started with a intercept difference that were equal to a medium (d = .5) or large (d = .8) effect size. The group with lower intercept had slightly faster growth, and the two groups ended with a difference of a small effect size (d = .
2).
The third situation under the pattern that group differences existed both in the intercept and the slope of the growth trajectory is shown by Model V in Figure 2 . In this situation, there is a disordinal group x growth interaction pattern. The two groups started with a small difference
2) in the intercepts. The group with the lower intercept had faster growth. In the end, the group with the lower intercept surpassed the other group, and ended with a difference equivalent to a small (d = .
2) or medium (d = .5) effect size. The details for the simulated data conditions of the five models described above are presented in Table 1 .
Insert Table 1 about here Eleven sample size conditions (two equal groups combined) of 50, 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900, and 1,000 were implemented for every growth trajectory conditions discussed above, and 2,000 replications were implemented within each cell condition. The design entailed a total of 286,000 {[(4 + 3 + 2 + 2 + 2) 
Results and Discussions Preliminary Results
When using SEM approach for modeling linear growth as represented in the model in Figure 1 , there can be the problem of non-convergence. Non-convergence was empirically examined for the data conditions and the models implemented in this study. Table 1 presents the percentages of non-converging samples for different sample size conditions under each of the five models in Figure 2 . In general, non-convergence does not appear to be a problem for the models implemented and the data conditions studied. For Models I to IV, only about less than one percent of the samples failed to converge when sample size was relatively small (e.g., N = 50, 100). Once sample size reached 200, almost all samples converged, and converged quickly, as indicated by the number of iterations (not presented in Table 2 ) before reaching convergence.
The Model V (disordinal interaction pattern between group membership and growth slope), however, stands out for having a non-negligible percentages of samples that failed to Insert Figure In Model II, the two groups have equal intercepts, but have different growth rates, and consequently, the two group end with a difference of a small, medium, or large effect size. Figure   5 presents the power curves of three approaches (SEM modeling, multivariate repeated measures ANOVA test, univariate repeated measures ANOVA test) for detecting the group difference in the growth slopes.
Insert Figure 5 about here
Contrary to the observation in Figure 4 where the (univariate) repeated measures analysis showed more power for detecting group difference in the intercept of the growth trajectory, in Figure 5 , LGM was more powerful than both the univariate repeated measures and multivariate repeated measures analyses for detecting group differences in the slope of the growth trajectory.
This pattern is consistent for the three conditions of group slope differences, except when all three tests reached maximum power. It is also noted that the univariate repeated measures ANOVA test is consistently more powerful than the multivariate repeated me'asures ANOVA for detecting the group difference in growth slope, i.e., for detecting the interaction of the between-subject factor (group membership) and the within-subject factor (Time).
The difference in power between the univariate and multivariate repeated measures ANOVA tests is not surprising, however. Given the simulated data conditions, the population variances for the groups are equal, and so are the population covariances of the groups. In other words, the data satisfy a much stronger condition of compound symmetry, a more stringent condition than that of sphericity that is typically assumed for repeated measures analysis (Stevens, 2002 
Power for Detecting Group Differences in Model III
Model III as represented in Figure 2 has one condition of small group difference in the growth intercept, and two conditions of group differences in growth slopes. Because the growth slope differences exist, repeated measures ANOVA could only be used for testing for group difference in growth slopes, but not for testing the group difference in growth intercepts. Figure 6 presents the power curves of the three tests for the two conditions of group difference in growth slopes (LGM, univariate repeated measures, multivariate repeated measures), and the power curve of LGM for the one condition of group difference in growth intercepts.
Insert Figure 6 about here First, for LGM to reliably detect small group difference (as operationally defmed in Model III) in the intercept of the growth trajectory, it will take a large sample size (approximately 600 to 700) to reach the power level of 0.80. This is similar to, although slightly better than, what is presented in Figure 4 .
For detecting group difference in growth rates (growth trajectory slopes), the three tests (SEM, univariate and multivariate repeated measures ANOVA) showed the sathe pattern of performance differences as in Figure 5 , with the multivariate repeated measures analysis has the least power, and LGM has the most power. The difference can be practically important. For example, for the first condition of slope difference (5th measurement end with a difference of d = 0.50), it will take a sample of 300 for SEM modeling to reach the power level of about 0.75, while it will take a sample of 500 for multivariate repeated measures analysis to reach the same power level. In terms of efficiency, LGM will be 166% [(500/300)*100%] more efficient than the multivariate repeated measures anlaysis for detecting such group difference in growth trajectory slopes. In research practice, this difference may mean a lot of savings in resources.
For the second condition of larger group difference in growth trajectory slopes, the three tests reached adequate power level (e.g., 0.80) with moderate sample size (e.g., N = 100). The same difference pattern in power exists among the three tests, except when all the three tests reached maximum power level (e.g., when N = 300).
Power for Detecting Group Differences in Model IV
In Model IV, the two groups started with a medium or large difference (intercept), and the lower performing group accelerated faster, and the two groups ended with a small difference. So in this model, there were two conditions of group intercept difference, and two conditions of group slope difference.
Because there was interaction of the between-subject factor (group) and the within-subject factor (Time), repeated measures ANOVA could not be used for testing the group intercept differences, and only LGM could serve this purpose. For both conditions of intercept differences Table 2 and related discussion). Figure 8 presents the power curves for testing the one condition of group difference in the intercept of the growth trajectory (SEM only; repeated measures approach was not applicable), and for the two conditions of group differences in the slope of the growth trajectory (three tests: SEM, univariate repeated measures, multivariate repeated measures). For LGM results, only the converged samples were usable for our discussion of power, and for the construction of the power curves.
Insert Figure 8 about here For detecting group difference in the intercept of the growth trajectory, the power curve of SEM latent growth model is basically the same as the one in Figure 6 , and it may require a large sample (e.g., N > 600) for reliably detecting such a group difference (d = 0.2) in the intercept of the growth trajectories. For detecting group differences in the slope of the trajectories, because the groups ended with a difference in the reversed direction compared to their difference at the beginning, one group's slope had to be quite different from that of the other, and consequently, the group differences in the tarjectory slope in Model V were relatively large.
The pattern of differences in power among the three tests (SEM, univariate 
Summary and Conclusions
This study focused on the power of detecting group differences in growth trajectory parameters within the framework of structural equation modeling. This study simulated three broad conditions of group differences in linear growth trajectories: group differences (a) only in the intercepts of the growth trajectories, (b) offly in the slopes of the growth trajectories, and (c) both in the intercepts and slopes of the growth trajectories. For Condition (c), three different models representing some variation of this condition were simulated. Different degrees of group differences in the intercepts and the slopes were examined. Within each specific condition, 2,000
replications were simulated to ensure reasonably accurate estimation for power. A total of 286,000 replication samples were drawn from the statistically defined populations. The simulation design allowed systematic assessment of power of LGM in modeling growth 21 trajectories, and some comparisons of LGM power with more traditional repeated measures analysis approach. The findings provided some useful information for our better understanding of the relevant issues in LGM. The major fmdings from this study are as follows:
1.
For both the intercept and slope of the growth trajectories, the empirical Type I error rates are very close to the nominal Type I error rates, and no test (SEM, univariate repeated measures, multivariate repeated measures) appeared to have shown any observable deficiencies in controlling for Type I error.
2.
Under the condition of no group differences in the slopes of the growth trajectories, univariate repeated measures analysis showed more power for detecting the group differences in the intercepts of the growth trajectories than LGM.
3.
LGM consistently showed more statistical power for detecting group differences in the slopes of the growth trajectories than repeated measures analysese. Univariate repeated measures showed more statistical power for detecting such group differences in the growth slopes than the multivariate repeated measures analysis, consistent with previous research when the data of the repeated measures satisfy the sphericity condition.
4.
In general, for reliably detecting small group differences (as operationally defined in this study; see Table 1 and Figure 2 ) in either the intercepts and/or the slopes of the growth trajectories, large sample size is typically required. For example, N > 500 (two groups combined) is typically required for power level of 0.70 .80. For reliably detecting medium group differences in the intercepts and/or the slopes of the growth trajectories, moderate sample size, e.g., N = 100 to 200, is typically sufficient for reachine adequate power level (0.70 to 0.80).
5.
For detecting group differences in the slopes of the growth trajectories, the relative efficiency of LGM over the multivariate repeated measures analysis is typically within the range of
22
Power in growth modeling -22-150% to 200%. That is, with SEM latent growth modeling approach, the sample size can be 2/3 to 1/2 of that for the multivariate repeated measures analysis for comparable statistical power.
6.
For the data condition of Model V, i.e., the disordinal interaction pattern of the betweensubject factor (Group) and within-subject factor (Time), there appeared to be some potential difficulty for LGM approach, because a non-negligible proportion of samples failed to converge even when sample size was relatively large. This suggests that this type of differences in the groups' growth trajectories might be more difficult for LGM.
Future research may consider different data conditions, especially data conditions that are
NOT as "clean" as simulated in this study. For example, research in developmental trends shows that later measurements typically have larger variances than early measurements (for examples, see data in Fan, 2001; McArdle & Bell, 2000) . In other words, individual differences typically become more pronounced as they develop. This type of more realistic data structures may be considered in simulation work in growth modeling. Future research in this area may also consider the comparison of SEM latent growth modeling approach with growth modeling under the framework of hierarchical linear modeling (HLM; Bryk & Raudenbush, 1992 ). It appears that no 
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